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Abstract
Gift of dhamma excels all gifts because dhamma can solve the root of sufferings and
samsara. Among the various Buddha dhammas, anatta or sunyata is the gist which
underlines the three learnings of sila, samadhi, and panna.
Master Hui Neng (638-713), the Sixth Patriarch of Chinese Ch’an School, based on
the ideal of self-nature to promote the practice methodology of non-thinking, nonphenomenon, and non-abiding. His followers developed into the Ch’an School which
flourished until today, and influenced greatly China, Korea, Japan, Vietnam, and even
the world culture.
On the other hand, the Thai Bhikkhu Buddhadasa (1906-1993) was regarded as one of
the greatest thinkers on earth, and the greatest figure since Buddhaghosa of the fifth
century in Theravadin world. He delved into the Tipitaka, and interpreted Buddha
dhamma with plain modern language. He unveiled the renaissance movement in
modern Thailand. His unparalleled concept of sunyata renders the only amrita to all
human problems. People of all livings and ranks can be freed of sufferings by
applying his idea in all moments including daily life, work, family, interpersonal
relation, emergency, and even death.
These two great masters were the milestones in the history of Chinese and Theravadin
Buddhism with a time lag of twelve and half centuries, and a spatial distance of
thousand miles. Their thoughts and practice still guided people today.
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This paper tries to present the similarity and diversity of their ideas on non-thinking
and sunyata.
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